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ABSTRACT

Prime editing technology is capable of generating
targeted insertions, deletions, and base conversions.
However, the process of designing prime editing
guide RNAs (pegRNAs), which contain a primer bind-
ing site and a reverse-transcription template at the 3′
end, is more complex than that for the single guide
RNAs used with CRISPR nucleases or base editors.
Furthermore, the assessment of high-throughput se-
quencing data after prime editors (PEs) have been
employed should consider the unique feature of
PEs; thus, pre-existing assessment tools cannot di-
rectly be adopted for PEs. Here, we present two
user-friendly web-based tools for PEs, named PE-
Designer and PE-Analyzer. PE-Designer, a dedicated
tool for pegRNA selection, provides all possible tar-
get sequences, pegRNA extension sequences, and
nicking guide RNA sequences together with use-
ful information, and displays the results in an in-
teractive image. PE-Analyzer, a dedicated tool for
PE outcome analysis, accepts high-throughput se-
quencing data, summarizes mutation-related infor-
mation in a table, and provides interactive graphs.
PE-Analyzer was mainly written using JavaScript so
that it can analyze several data sets without requiring
that huge sequencing data (>100MB) be uploaded
to the server, reducing analysis time and increas-
ing personal security. PE-Designer and PE-Analyzer
are freely available at http://www.rgenome.net/pe-
designer/ and http://www.rgenome.net/pe-analyzer/
without a login process.

GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Since CRISPR–Cas9 nucleases were first harnessed for tar-
geted gene editing in cells, they have been applied in nu-
merous areas in biology, biotechnology, and medicine (1–
3). CRISPR–Cas9 nucleases fundamentally induce DNA
double strand breaks (DSBs) at a target site, frequently re-
sulting in insertions and deletions (indels) at the cleaved re-
gion (4–8). Although DNA substitutions can be realized us-
ing CRISPR–Cas9 nucleases with the addition of a donor
DNA, the editing efficiency is usually very low (9). To over-
come this deficiency, base editors (BEs), including cytosine
base editors and adenine base editors, were developed (10–
12). BEs can introduce substitutions at the target site at a
high rate (13), but have several limitations; they cannot gen-
erate indels or transversion mutations and the desired mu-
tation at the target nucleotide is frequently accompanied by
unwanted bystander mutations (14–16).

As an alternative, the Liu group developed prime edi-
tors (PEs), which consist of Cas9 nickase linked with a re-
verse transcriptase (Figure 1A) and are capable of generat-
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Figure 1. Schematic of a PE and the PE-Designer results panel. (A) Schematic of a PE, highlighting the pegRNA structure. (B) Interactive summary figure
on the PE-Designer results page. The possible pegRNA target sequences are colored red and additional ngRNA sequences are colored blue. Each bar can
be clicked to select that target sequence. When the amino acid sequence is changed, the altered residue is colored red. (C) Table of possible target sequences
provided by PE-Designer. Checking the select button next to a target sequence displays a list of pegRNA extension sequences and additional ngRNA
sequences. A red background means that the target is not recommended because the indicated parameter is unfavorable for prime editing.

ing insertions, deletions, and substitutions in the targeted
sequence without a need for any donor DNA (17). Because
of their versatile editing abilities, PEs are attracting a great
deal of attention in the genome editing field (18–21), but
are more complex in design than other related tools such
as CRISPR nucleases and BEs; furthermore, the analysis
of PE-generated results requires special considerations. PEs
use prime editing guide RNAs (pegRNAs) that are pro-
grammed with information about the desired mutation and
are more complex than the guide RNAs used with other
CRISPR-derived tools. pegRNAs contain a protospacer se-
quence for recognizing the target sequence, a reverse tran-
scriptase template (RTT) that contains the desired edit, and
a primer binding site (PBS) for the activation of reverse
transcriptase. Several types of PEs have been developed.
In contrast with PE2, which requires only a pegRNA, PE3
also requires a nicking guide RNA (ngRNA) to increase the

prime editing efficiency. In their analysis of PE3-mediated
outcomes, researchers should consider not only the desired
mutations at the target site, but also additional possible mu-
tations derived from the presence of the ngRNA.

However, reliable and dedicated tools to aid researchers
in choosing pegRNAs to target DNA sequences of in-
terest and to assess prime editing outcomes from high-
throughput sequencing data are limited. To address this
need, here we present two dedicated web-based prime edit-
ing toolkits: PE-Designer and PE-Analyzer. PE-Designer
provides all possible protospacer sequences and 3′ exten-
sion sequences, as well as additional ngRNA sequences,
with useful information including potential off-target sites
for 544 organisms including GRCh38 (http://www.ensembl.
org/Homo sapiens) and GRCh37 (https://grch37.ensembl.
org/Homo sapiens). For convenience, PE-Designer directly
displays the possible target sites and selected information as
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an interactive image. PE-Analyzer, an analysis tool for high-
throughput sequencing data, can analyze four sequencing
data sets at once in the user’s web browser without a re-
quirement for uploading very large data sets or installing
associated programs; this is possible because PE-Analyzer
is fully constructed using the JavaScript language. On the
results page, PE-Analyzer displays a table and interactive
graphs summarizing the mutation patterns, as well as a se-
quence information table showing the alignment results of
query sequences with the wild-type sequence or a desired
sequence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of PE-Designer and PE-Analyzer in the
CRISPR RGEN Tools server

Both PE-Analyzer and PE-Designer are incorporated into
the CRISPR RGEN Tools server, which provides several
computational tools and databases for CRISPR nucleases
and BEs (22–30). The web server was developed using the
Python web framework Django (v 3.1.0, Python 3.6.9) and
the web interface was developed using web Bootstrap 3.0
and the JavaScript framework JQuery (v 1.11.0). Access is
provided by Nginx (v 1.14.0) with uWSGI (v 2.0.18).

Target searching algorithm of PE-Designer

PE-Designer finds three different elements for pegRNA
design: (i) protospacer sequences, with information about
their potential associated off-target sites identified using
Cas-OFFinder (23), (ii) sequences at the 3′ end of the pe-
gRNA, consisting of a PBS and an RTT with the intended
edit for reverse transcription and (iii) additional ngRNA se-
quences that are used for inducing additional nicks in the
non-edited strand to increase the prime editing efficiency of
PE3.

Visualizations provided by PE-Designer

In an input panel, PE-Designer uses EMBOSS needle
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/psa/emboss needle) to align a
given input reference sequence with desired sequences. The
alignment results are displayed as an interactive graph to
allow direct confirmation of the desired mutation. On the
results page, PE-Designer displays a table of results and
interactive graphs developed using D3.js library. The data
can be filtered without refreshing the results page because
AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and Extensible Markup
Language) is used.

Sequence analysis algorithm used by PE-Analyzer

PE-Analyzer accepts next-generation sequencing (NGS)
data that consist of either a pair of Fastq files or a single
Fastq file. If the NGS data are compressed, PE-Analyzer
reads the compressed Fastq file using JavaScript library
‘pako’ (http://nodeca.github.io/pako/). When PE-Analyzer
accepts a pair of Fastq files, PE-Analyzer merges the paired-
end reads using JavaScript port of fastq-join, a part of ea-
utils (https://code.google.com/archive/p/ea-utils/).

PE-Analyzer finds cleavage sites and defines 15-nt indi-
cator sequences on both sides of the given input reference
sequence within a user-defined comparison range (R) pa-
rameter. PE-Analyzer selects the sequences, including both
indicator sequences with up to a 1 bp mismatch, from the
uploaded NGS data. PE-Analyzer counts the number of
identical sequences and excludes the sequences with a lower
count than a minimum frequency (the default value is 1) be-
cause such sequences are considered to include sequencing
errors. Then, each sequence is respectively aligned to the ref-
erence sequence and the user-defined desired sequence us-
ing EMBOSS needle. The filtered sequences are classified
into wild-type, substitution, insertion, deletion, and prime
edited groups, considering the length of the sequence, a
wild-type marker that is sequenced around the cleavage tar-
get site, and the additional ngRNA sequence. For example,
if a query sequence has the same length as the reference se-
quence and contains the wild-type marker, it is classified
into the wild-type group. If the length of the query and refer-
ence sequences is the same but there is no wild-type marker
in the query sequence, it is classified into the substitution
group. If the length of the query sequence is different than
that of the reference sequence, the query is classified into ei-
ther the insertion or deletion group. If the query sequence
contains the desired mutation and no additional mutations,
it is classified into the prime edited group.

Visualizations provided by PE-Analyzer

In an input panel, PE-Analyzer accepts the reference se-
quence and sequences containing the desired mutation(s)
from users and displays the alignment results with an in-
teractive graph. PE-Analyzer can run four NGS data sets
simultaneously in the user‘s web browser using web worker
API in JavaScript. Using the web worker API, PE-Analyzer
continuously uploads the progress of the analysis in the
browser. In the results page, PE-Analyzer provides buttons
to select the data set. PE-Analyzer shows a summary and
alignment table and displays the interactive graph using
Plotly.js (https://plot.ly/javascript/).

PE-Analyzer also uses EMBOSS needle to align the ref-
erence sequences with the desired, prime-edited sequences.
The alignment results are displayed as an interactive graph
to allow direct confirmation of the desired mutation and can
be filtered without refreshing the results page using AJAX.

RESULTS

Web-based design tool for PEs: PE-Designer

Using PE-Designer, researchers can obtain a list of all possi-
ble pegRNAs and additional ngRNAs (option for PE3) for
inducing prime editing in a given input reference sequence,
along with useful information including potential off-target
sites associated with each target sequence.

In the input panel, PE-Designer provides five protospacer
adjacent motifs (PAMs) recognized by SpCas9 and SpCas9
variants: SpCas9 (5′-NGG-3′ or 5′-NRG-3′), SpCas9-VQR
(5′-NGA-3′), SpCas9-VRER (5′-NGCG-3′), NG-Cas9 (5′-
NG-3′), and xCas9 3.7 (5′-NGN-3′) and supports pegRNA
design for 543 organisms including vertebrates, plants, in-
sects, and bacteria (31–33). Users can input both the ref-
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erence sequence before prime editing and the expected se-
quence containing the desired mutation after prime edit-
ing of the reference sequence (Supplementary Figure S1).
PE-Designer directly aligns the sequences and displays the
aligned results with the expected amino acid sequence as
an image so that users can confirm the input sequence. The
input sequence should consist of ‘ATGC’ to translate to
amino acid codons.

After the submit button is clicked, PE-Designer instantly
shows all possible protospacer sequences, sequences at the
3′ end of the pegRNA, and additional ngRNA sequences
with useful information summarized in a table; when the
user makes a change, the tool instantly updates the selected
and possible sequences in an interactive image (Figure 1B
and C). Certain properties, such as high or low GC con-
tents in the PBS or RTT, extension sequences containing C
as the first base, and a short distance between the cleavage
site and additional nicking site, are unfavorable for prime
editing, and PE-Designer highlights such properties in red.
PE-Designer supports this filter and shows the filtered data
without a need to refresh the results page. If the selected
genome has an Ensembl URL, PE-Designer provides a link
to the Ensembl genome browser to display detailed infor-
mation about potential off-target sites.

Web-based analysis tool for PE outcomes: PE-Analyzer

After PEs are introduced into cells, the mutation effi-
ciency and patterns of mutations can be assessed by high-
throughput sequencing. It has been reported that PEs infre-
quently generate unintended mutations in the newly edited
region; thus, it is necessary to analyze the targeted region
to know whether the desired edits or unintended mutations
are present. With PE-Analyzer, NGS data can be easily ana-
lyzed by researchers with just one click in their web browsers
without uploading any data to a server and without local
tool installation.

PE-Analyzer accepts the NGS data and basic informa-
tion such as the reference sequence, the target DNA se-
quence, and information about the expected mutation af-
ter prime editing (Supplementary Figure S2). Information
about the expected mutation can be received in two formats:
(i) the mutation pattern represented by the mutation type,
position, and sequence, which is similar to the format used
in a previous paper (17) or (ii) the edited sequence show-
ing the desired mutation in the reference sequence. For ex-
periments involving PE3, PE-Analyzer will also receive the
ngRNA sequence and will automatically change the analy-
sis parameters so that there are no missing data due to the
ngRNA recognizing a site far from the site of the desired
mutation.

On the results page, the analysis results are summarized
in a table displaying eight categories of information (Fig-
ure 2A): (i) ‘Total Sequences’ is the number of reads in the
received NGS file, (ii) ‘With both indicator sequences’ is
the number of reads having both indicator sequences, (iii)
‘More than minimum frequency’ is the sum of the number
of reads with a count higher than the minimum frequency
when a given sequence is counted, (iv–vi) ‘Insertions’, ‘Dele-
tions’, and ‘Substitutions’ are the number of reads for each
type of mutation, (vii) ‘Mutation frequency’ is the com-
bined number of reads of insertions, deletions, and substitu-

tions, (viii) ‘Prime editing’ is the number of reads containing
the desired sequence without unintended mutations in the
region near the desired sequence or the site targeted by an
additional ngRNA. The distributions of each type of muta-
tion pattern are displayed as interactive graphs, in which the
x-axis is the reference sequence or expected sequence (Fig-
ure 2B). The alignment results are categorized by mutation
pattern and displayed as a table at the bottom of the page.
The alignment table can be filtered by clicking the button
for the appropriate category or by inputing a specific se-
quence (Figure 2C). PE-Analyzer also offers the ability to
undertake multiple analyses for researchers who have sev-
eral NGS data sets for the same target. Researchers can con-
trol the number of data sets by selecting ‘slot count’ on the
main page and can see the results of each analysis by se-
lecting the button at the top of the results page. Users can
also test PE-Analyzer using an example data set available at
http://www.rgenome.net/pe-analyzer/example.

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduce two easy-to-use web tools
for studies involving PEs: PE-Designer and PE-Analyzer.
PE-Designer provides all possible pegRNA sequences and
additional ngRNA sequences for efficiently generating
desired mutations, along with useful information such
as the GC content and potential off-target sites. Re-
cently, a few web-based tools, including PrimeDesign (34),
pegFinder (35) and Prime Editing Design Tool (https://
primeedit.nygenome.org/), were developed for pegRNA de-
sign. PrimeDesign provides useful information such as a pe-
gRNA secondary structure and scores based on the pre-
dicted specificity. pegFinder also provides ranking system
based on predicted on-target/off-target scores and Prime
Editing Design Tool is a dedicated platform for conduct-
ing disease modelling or therapeutic editing via PEs. In ad-
dition, DeepPE (36) can predict PE2 efficiency of each pe-
gRNA, which is calculated by deep learning-based compu-
tational models. Although PE-Designer does not support
a scoring system, it can strictly find off-target sites for pe-
gRNAs and ngRNAs using Cas-OFFinder. Furthermore,
all information and selected options are summarized in an
interactive image, so that appropriate PE targets can be
easily selected. In PE-Designer, the length of the input se-
quence is presently limited to ≤1000 nucleotides, because
the server becomes overloaded when several users input
longer sequences, with many possible target sequences, at
the same time. This limitation will be solved by a server
upgrade in the future. Alternatively, for more than 1000
nucleotides, users can use a command-line version of PE-
Designer (https://github.com/Gue-ho/PE-Designer).

PE-Analyzer is a web tool for the rapid analysis of NGS
data obtained to assess PE outcomes; multiple data sets
can be analyzed at one time in a user’s web browser with-
out a need to upload data to a server or install an addi-
tional program. Previously, we and other groups developed
web-based analysis platforms, such as CRISPResso v1 (37),
v2 (38), and Cas-Analyzer (22) for original CRISPR nucle-
ases and BE-Analyzer (24) for BEs. Those pre-existing tools
might be used for PE2 outcome analysis but they are con-
fined to evaluate NGS data of PE3 system. PE-Analyzer is
a dedicated assessment tool for PEs, including both PE2
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Figure 2. PE-Analyzer results panel. (A) Summary table indicating the number of sequence reads for each type of mutation. ‘Prime editing’ indicates the
count of the desired sequence. (B) Bar graphs showing the distribution of insertions, deletions, and substitutions. The graphs can be changed by clicking
the buttons above the graphs to switch the alignment of query sequences against either reference or expected sequences. (C) Table of alignment results. The
results can be changed by clicking the buttons to switch the alignment of query sequences against either reference or expected sequences, or to filter the
results by the mutation type; specific sequences can be found by entering that information.

and PE3. PE-Analyzer can automatically find a pegRNA
and a ngRNA in input sequences optional for PE3, and
the NGS data are aligned to the reference sequence as well
as the expected sequence. Furthermore, using PE-Analyzer,
multiple data sets can be analyzed at one time in a user’s
web browser without a need to upload data to a server
or install an additional program, which substantially re-
duces the analysis time as a web-based tool. As an exam-
ple, PE-Analyzer can analyze four data sets (1.03GB each,
4.12GB in total) at once in 233 seconds in a Chrome browser
with our computing materials (AMD Ryzen 7 3800X and
32GB RAM). PE-Analyzer displays a table summarizing
the results, interactive graphs, and alignment results cat-
egorized by each type of mutation pattern on the results
page. We are continuously communicating with users to
make updates to include additional organisms and PAMs.

We believe that our web-based prime editing toolkits will
be quite useful for many researchers in the genome editing
field.

DATA AVAILABILITY

PE-Designer and PE-Analyzer are freely available at http:
//www.rgenome.net/pe-designer and http://www.rgenome.
net/pe-analyzer without a login process. PE-Designer for
standalone version is available at https://github.com/Gue-
ho/PE-Designer.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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